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FRIDAY, 20th September 

 

1.00-1.15  Welcome and introduction 

 

Parapsychology I  

1.15-1.45  ‘Third eye dreaming’- The role of  the pineal gland, transliminality and music 

in dream ESP.7’ Sarah Grierson 

1.45-2.15  ‘Dr Alex Tanous: The life of  a psychic psychical researcher’ Callum E. Cooper 

 

2.15-2.35  Coffee Break 

 

Parapsychology II 

2.35-3.05  ‘Exploring the phenomenological aspect of  the apparition experience’ Aaron 

Lomas 

3.05-3.45  PANEL DISCUSSION: Studying parapsychology, and hopes for the future’  

Callum E. Cooper, Sarah Grierson and Aaron Lomas, University of  Northampton 

 

3.45-4.05  Coffee Break 

 

Extraordinary Journeys 

4.05-4.35  ‘The Psychic Web: An extraordinary journey’ Dr Tamlyn Ryan 

4.35-5.05  ‘In search of  the philosopher’s stone’ Maria Papaspyrou 

 

 

7.00-   Dinner in Hotel 



 

SATURDAY, 21st September 

 

Spiritualism in Society 

10.00-10.30 ‘Spirits, séances and Stoke-on-Trent: Visualising the hidden world of         

Spiritualism in a post-industrial city’ Dr Sara MacKian with Daniele Sambo, Dr Steve Pile and   

Dr Nadia Bartolini  

10.30-11.00 ‘Hidden apprenticeships: The transmission of  enhanced awareness in       

mediumistic and other shamanic traditions’  Dr David Gordon Wilson  

 

11.00-11.15 Coffee Break 

 

Ghosts and Hauntings I  

11.15-11.45 ‘Spirit Art: Paranormally produced precipitated paintings, America c1852’ 

Ann Bridge Davies 

11.45-12.15 ‘Scared to death and other ghost stories from Victorian Sheffield’ Dr David 

Clarke 

12.15-12.45 ‘Book hauntings’ Mark Valentine 

 

12.45-2.00  Lunch 

 

Extraordinary Fictions, Objects and Space 

2.00-2.30  ‘Fiction and its double’ Andy Sharp 

2.30-3.00  ‘Playback Hex: William Burroughs and the magical objectivity of  the tape  

recorder’  Dr James Riley  

 

3.00-3.15 Coffee Break 

 

Anthropology, Theory and Experience 

3.15-3.45  ‘Experiences of  synchronicity and Anthropological endeavours’ Dr Christel      

Mattheuws 

3.45-4.15  ‘Anthropology and the extraordinary’ Dr Hannah Gilbert 

4.15-5.00  DISCUSSION: Representing our own and others’ experience 

 

7.00-   Dinner at Ask Italian 



 

SUNDAY, 22nd September 

 

Methods and Tools 

10.00-10.30 ‘Seeing what is 'unseen': Using video to enrich our social understanding of   

paranormal experiences’ Rachael Hayward 

10.30-11.00 ‘Altered States of  Consciousness as a principle for sonic arts composition’    

Dr Jon Weinel 

 

11.00-11.20 Coffee Break 

 

Ghosts and Hauntings II 

11.20-11.50 ‘Physical Mediumship, Spiritualist ritual and the search for ectoplasm’ Shannon 

Taggart 

11.50-12.20  ‘Reviving Chinese ghosts’ Prof  Charles Emmons  

 

12.20-1.00  General Discussion and Closing Remarks 

 

1.00   Lunch 



ABSTRACTS 

 

‘Third eye dreaming’- The role of the pineal gland, transliminality 

and  music in dream ESP. 

Sarah Grierson 

 

Much research has found significant and positive results for the          

occurrence of dream ESP under experimental conditions. However, little 

research has focused on the neurobiology of dream ESP or the          

psychological characteristics of those who perform well in dream ESP   

experiments. Nine participants each completed a measure of          

transliminality, and a measure of paranormal belief in addition to    

keeping a dream diary and recalling dreams at two time points (3am and 

8am) over one trial night. The effect of music on dream ESP was also   

investigated by allocating participants to one of three music groups 

(Solfeggio, relaxation music and no music). The overall effect of music on 

dream ESP was found to be non-significant. In addition, there was no 

significant difference between psychological characteristics or recalling 

dreams at 3am and at 8am against dream ESP scores. Possible           

explanations and implications for the findings will be discussed.  

 

 

Dr Alex Tanous: The Life of a Psychic Psychical Researcher 

Callum E. Cooper 

 

Where have all the great mediums of our time gone?  Mrs Piper, Rudi      

Schneider, Eileen Garrett, and many more, all seem to have come and 

gone and slipped through our fingers. While they were tested, we have, 

however, not had enough time to learn from these individuals as fully as 

we would like. One of the most remarkable individuals, who is yet often 

forgotten within UK  research, is Dr Alex Tanous. Born and raised in 

Portland, Maine (USA), from an early age Tanous produced remarkable 

predictions with incredible accuracy, and embraced his abilities even 

when his peers tried to make him avoid issues of the 'paranormal',    

having followed an education in theology with the idea that one day he 

would become a priest. 



Later in life, Tanous collected an impressive amount of degrees, including 

three master's degrees in theology, philosophy and education, and was 

awarded a doctorate of divinity. He lectured for many years in philosophy 

and theology, later settling at the University of Southern Maine, where he 

taught classes on dreams, healing and parapsychology. For twenty years he 

was the leading research participant for out-of-body experiences with the 

American Society for Psychical Research (ASPR). It was during his time 

with the ASPR that he worked closely with Dr Karlis Osis, not only on      

laboratory investigations of psi, but also conducting haunting                  

investigations. Up until now, little has been known about the Tanous/Osis 

investigation team and how they worked. This presentation will discuss the 

life and work of the late Dr Alex Tanous,  psychic, and contradictorily,   

parapsychologist also. 

 

 

Exploring the phenomenological aspects of the apparitional experience 

Aaron Lomas 

 

Apparitional experiences have been known to occur throughout history. 

Even in contemporary society hauntings still occur regularly, although   

significant  scepticism is often shown towards the experient. Many argue 

such experiences are due to individual’s beliefs regarding the paranormal, 

which in turn makes  them more likely to experience such phenomena.  

Research has collected thousands of cases of apparition experiences, with 

many researchers concluding that they are caused by a number of              

phenomenological factors such as environment, emotion, state of mind, 

time of occurrence and lighting conditions. This study investigated these 

factors through a new sample of accounts from those who have claimed to 

have had an apparitional experience. Results indicate similar findings to 

that of previous research suggesting that those who experience an          

apparition are of a young age, within the home environment, in a           

hypnogogic state of mind, and usually experience apparitions during the 

late evening/night time period in dark or dim lighting conditions. The    

personality background of most of the participants was ‘openness’ which 

suggests that those who do experience an apparition are also more likely to 

be imaginative, open to experience, and with a higher tendency to believe in 

the paranormal before the experience. 



The Psychic Web: An extraordinary journey 

Dr Tamlyn Ryan 

 

This paper concerns my experience of researching a field that I was already 

very familiar with: psychic readings on the internet.  There is little           

sociological analysis of the nature and experience of online psychic        

services, or indeed the spiritual orientations of these kinds of practices;  

autoethnographic techniques provide the opportunity for a more intimate 

focus on phenomena that would otherwise be overlooked using traditional 

methods.  

 

Having had a keen interest in the practices and beliefs of this community 

for most of my life and having been a member of several online             

communities relating to psychic spirituality, studying the psychic-spiritual 

milieu from the perspective of an insider was considered to be the most   

appropriate approach. In particular, I wanted to know: what can be        

understood about the subjective experience of psychic reading online from 

the intrapsychic perspective of someone who for whom, an occult 

knowledge of reality is personally meaningful? 

  

I discuss some key findings from my research, with particular focus on the 

autoethnographic journey.  Whilst the study did manage to obtain an intra-

psychic perspective on psychic readings online, the sociological analytic 

mind does not easily accommodate the nature of psychic readings. I       

discuss why this might have been the case and, a year since I finished my 

doctorate, I critically consider what questions the autoethnography raised 

for me as a researcher, and what questions the research raised for me as a 

member of the psychic-spiritual milieu. 

 

 

 

 

 



In search of the philosopher’s stone 

Maria Papaspyrou 

 

This presentation narrates a personal healing process through the use of 

entheogenic agents. These agents provided the transcendent space that   

allowed inner wounds to be reconfigured into a more manageable and 

workable form, releasing the soul from inner/outer conflict. Experiences 

with three different entheogenic agents enabled me to access states of   

consciousness that fostered healing in my familial relationships, by         

reframing conflicts, through form of visions and wider understandings, into 

deeper pictorial, mythological, and transcendent narratives. These           

experiences in the Other Worlds have been translated into substantial and 

concrete shifts in the Ordinary World. 

 

This journey through the ‘immaterial' considers entheogenic agents as   

psychological/emotional catalysts for transformation and growth. The 

Jungian framework of alchemy and individuation has been central in       

filtering my transformational process and the focus is on its relevance to  

integrating psychedelic explorations. This is a piece for the emerging      

mosaic of our neoanimistic era of consciousness exploration and             

immaterial integration. 

 

 

Spirits, Séances and Stoke-on-Trent: Visualising the hidden world of 

Spiritualism in a post-industrial city 

Dr Sara MacKian with Daniele Sambo, Prof Steve Pile & Dr Nadia Bartolini 

 

It has often been assumed that Spiritualism is a religion of the past,       

enjoying its heyday in the first half of the twentieth-century before fading 

into the margins of cultural history. However, this may reflect a decline in 

academic interest in the movement rather than an actual decline in the  

relevance of Spiritualism to wider society. The Spiritualist Movement is 

something we think we ‘know’ through historical archives and                

representations of ghostly encounters in popular culture. However, as this 

paper explores, the geographies of Spiritualism extend far beyond the    

popular image of Victorian seances and Derek Acorah being possessed on 

Most Haunted.  Spiritualists, by virtue of their very personal relationship 

with ‘Spirit’, inhabit invisible landscapes of otherworldly encounters which 

are mapped across the mundane material worlds they live in. 

 



Drawing on a participatory photography project this paper begins to trace 

these hidden contours of Spiritualism in Stoke-on-Trentan area that has 

been the subject of very little academic research. Known affectionately as 

‘the Potteries’, Stoke-on-Trent was once home to a vibrant pottery industry 

whose past is evocatively written into the city’s landscape, resulting in a  

peculiarly haunting backdrop to the familiar story of urban industrial     

decay. Described by Arnold Bennett in Anna of the Five Towns’ Stoke-on-

Trent has an ‘enchanted air’: ‘nothing can be more prosaic… yet be it said 

that romance is even here – the romance which, for those who have an eye 

to perceive it, ever dwells amid the seats of industrial manufacture,        

softening the coarseness, transfiguring the squalor’. In the 1960s, whilst 

Bennett’s ‘industrial squalor’ was in decline, there were twelve very active 

Spiritualist churches in the city, one being home to Gordon Higginson, the 

longest serving President of the Spiritualists National Union; making Stoke-

on-Trent the hub of a thriving Spiritualist movement. This legacy, together 

with the active life of the remaining Spiritualist churches today, is mapped 

across the ‘enchanted air’ of the city for those who have ‘an eye to perceive 

it’.  

Using the geographical imagination and the longstanding relationship     

between Spiritualism and the art of photography, this paper explores how 

these intangible otherworldly landscapes disrupt and contest the mundane 

life of a modern-day post-industrial city; challenging us to reconfigure the 

way we understand place, materiality and the otherworldly agency of spirit. 

 

 

Hidden Apprenticeships: The transmission of enhanced awareness in    

mediumistic and other shamanic traditions 

Dr David Gordon Wilson 

 

The paper draws upon extended (2001-2012) ethnography of a Spiritualist 

community (a Christian Spiritualist church) in the United Kingdom (Wilson 

2013). My involvement with that community reveals mediumship in the 

British Spiritualist tradition as involving the transmission of a body of 

practical knowledge or ‘lore’. The mode of transmission is apprentice-

participation (Forrest 1986) or engagement in participant-observation,    

typified in the early life apprenticeships in thinking that bring human     

beings to consciousness (Rogoff 1990). 



The content of the transmitted tradition can be described as procedures for 

the expansion of awareness, combined with a transmitted falsifiable history 

comprising both central and local traditions that can helpfully be described 

using the model of religion developed by the French sociologist Daniele 

Hervieu-Leger (2000). The model of apprenticeship that arises is also      

discernible in traditional shamanisms but has not to date been adequately 

explored in scholarly treatments of those traditions. [The insights derived 

offer support for Eliade’s passing suggestion that shamanism should be 

placed among the mysticisms (other difficulties with his cross-cultural   

synthesis notwithstanding). 

In order to articulate the Spiritualist tradition fully, what are needed are 

not only analyses of conversations between mediums and their clients, 

such as those of Wooffitt (2006) and Gilbert (2008) but, perhaps more     

crucially, analyses of the circle dialogues taking place between apprentices 

and their circle leaders, and between apprentices and their peers (Rogoff). It 

is, of course, precisely these dialogues that are most inaccessible to         

researchers (a practicality that has kept all but a few at bay). Perhaps for 

this reason, scholars such as Wouter Hanegraaff might be justified in  

characterizing Spiritualism as an esoteric tradition, for all that it adopts the 

forms of open worship. 

Although individual apprentices may not stay the course (and many do 

not), the Spiritualist apprenticeship makes use of hidden, highly personal, 

experiential teaching to provide a mechanism for the non-prescriptive,    

undogmatic (but nevertheless guiding) external validation (by existing  

holders of traditional authority) of apprentices’ subjective realities.         

Undertaking this apprenticeship leads, in turn, to their recognition as  

practitioners and demonstrators of the tradition, ensuring their future 

recognition as the embodiment of that which is regarded as authoritative 

within the tradition. We have here a well-structured, highly disciplined   

approach to the maintenance of a core lineage of teachings embodied in a 

succession of practitioner authority figures; this represents the highly     

sophisticated reinforcement of a religious tradition that, in large part,      

eschews formal dogmatic teaching as to what should or should not be 

‘believed’. 

For Spiritualists, the concern is not so much one of ‘belief’, but of what to 

trust in as real, leading to the recurrent referencing of personal experience. 

In maintaining a focus upon mediumistic apprenticeship, I have identified 

what Hervieu-Léger refers to as the ‘processes of belief’ that underpin   

Spiritualism, but which I prefer to refer to as its processes of ‘knowing’ or 

affirming. 

 



The paper proposes that the mediumistic/shamanic apprenticeship      

identified has as its central aim the enhancement or expansion of human 

consciousness, representing an adult phase of Rogoff’s exploration of     

consciousness as the outcome of a childhood apprenticeship in thinking. In 

this way, the paper offers insights that it is hoped will contribute to our  

understanding of the extent to which human consciousness is itself a 

learning outcome. The paper suggests that, rather than comprehending  

unusual perceptive abilities as ‘extra-sensory’, it may be more productive to 

explore the extent to which such abilities might be learned enhancements 

of everyday cognition. 

Forrest, B. (1986) Apprentice participation: Method in the study of subjective reality, Urban Life, 14: 431-

453 

Gilbert, H. (2008) Speaking of Spirits: Representations and experiences of the spirit world in British spirit 

mediumship. Unpublished doctoral thesis, University of York 

Hervieu-Leger, D. (2000) Religion as a Chain of Memory. Rutgers University Press. 

Rogoff, B. (1996) Apprenticeship in Thinking: Cognitive Development in Social Context. OUP 

Wilson, D.G. (2013) Redefining Shamanisms. Bloomsbury Academic 

Wooffitt, R. (2006) The Language of Mediums and Psychics. Ashgate 

 

 

Spirit-art: Paranormally produced precipitated paintings, America 

c1892. 

Ann Bridge Davies 

 

In 1892 spirit-art in England was almost at a stand-still. However, in    

Chicago and upper New York State a new form of paranormally produced 

paintings were just evolving. The precipitated paintings produced by two 

mediumistic sisters, May and Lizzie Bangs, startled the spectators who 

watched the art develop on canvas or board, created not by the hands of 

the mediums, but invisible psychic forces. These were not ordinary     

paintings and drawings scribbled onto cartridge paper claimed to be drawn 

under the control of the spirits of the deceased: these pastelesque paintings 

were claimed to be produced by telekinetic energies which teleported dust, 

fibres from the room, and other fine particles onto an upright surface    

producing the portrait of one who had died. 

My presentation will be based on two studies: Pearl and Iola, two            

precipitated paintings created by the paranormal energies of the Bangs   

sisters. I will also discuss these art pieces as a phenomena of paranormally 

presented performance art. 

 

 

 

 

 



Scared to Death & other ghost stories from Victorian Sheffield 

Dr David Clarke 

 

The expression ‘you look as if you have seen a ghost’ is occasionally used to  

describe people who appear pale or shocked. In folklore the traditional     

reaction to a ghostly encounter was to feel one’s hair stand on end, which 

has Biblical precedents. More recently, films and television programmes 

such as Most Haunted have played upon the popular desire to be both    

entertained and scared. But in 19th century and early 20th century      

England there were a  number of press reports describing individuals who 

were alleged to have been literally ‘scared to death’ whilst participating in 

communal ghost hunts. Inquest juries occasionally recorded fright as either 

a contributor to, or the actual cause of death, in an era before underlying 

medical conditions were fully understood as they are today. This       

presentation will examine the motif of death through supernatural cases 

with reference to a case study of alleged ‘death from fright’ from Sheffield, 

Yorkshire, in 1855. The death of 48-year-old Hannah Rallison was         

precipitated by a ghost ‘experience’ at a séance in the city and was the  

subject of a widely reported coroner’s inquest. This paper will discuss this 

example in the context of wider supernatural belief and contemporary    

legend in Victorian England, and Yorkshire in particular. The Hannah   

Rallison case will be featured in the author’s book Scared to Death & other 

ghost stories from Victorian Sheffield, to be launched on Hallowe’en 2013 at 

Sheffield’s Off the Shelf literature festival. 

 

 

Book Hauntings 

Mark Valentine 

 

Not all extraordinary experiences are dramatic. Sometimes they happen       

quietly, stealthily. Perhaps one of the most common, if under-recorded,         

examples is an intangible sense of “otherness”, a feeling or impression of 

being close to a different way of knowing. This may take many forms: this 

paper looks at one specialised example. 

 



Book finders and book collectors visit hundreds of second hand bookshops, 

fairs, charity shops, jumbles sales and other venues every year in search of 

elusive titles. Most of them dislike being asked what they want, or whether 

they are looking for anything in particular. In some cases, this is because 

they do not quite know. These seekers have a sense of a book they would 

want, a   longing, but they do not care to define this too closely. And this 

may lead to uncanny experiences.  

Sometimes this may be as simple as “knowing” that a book is there for 

them: or a feeling that a “find” is about to happen. Others have felt their 

gaze drawn to an unpromising volume, or believe that there are times when 

they have “magnetic fingers” that cannot help but locate important books. 

Then, there are those in pursuit of a strand of thought who find books with 

the insights and sidelights they need suddenly coming into their hands. 

And there are days of dejection also, when these apparent powers or        

influences are unmistakably turned off, when the books are cold.  

Certainly, if you look long enough and often enough at many shelves of 

books, some wonderfully unexpected finds are likely to come your way. But 

is that all that is in play? Do book collectors develop a mysterious seventh 

sense? Or do some books call to them? This paper explores the strange and 

subtle sorcery associated with book-finding, drawing on published and   

unpublished sources, personal experiences and field work. 

 

Fiction and its Double 

Andy Sharp 

 

Since its inception English Heretic has attempted to explore the             

conspiratorial interplay between the imagination and geography, fictions 

and their double in the landscapes that inspire them. Do the myths        

imposed upon a place by its representation in film and literature create or 

feed from new and existing realities? Using exploratory methods derived 

from magick and experimental arts, the project has been a conscious       

attempt to open up a fault line in the rational contours of reality and to  

create an hermetic landscape rich in symbolic correspondences. For this 

talk I will illustrate numerous creative investigations conducted at sites 

previously employed in cinema (particularly horror film) and  literature, the 

mining of aesthetic truths from such activities, and the possible benefits of 

evolving an imaginal dialogue with places of fictional power or pathology. 



Playback Hex: William Burroughs and the magical objectivity of the 

Tape Recorder 

Dr James Riley 

 

This paper considers the status of the tape recorder as a magical object in 

the creative praxis of William Burroughs. Taking as a starting point the   

infamous instance of his attempt to 'curse' the London Moka bar in 1972, 

this discussion will look at the manner in which Burroughs simultaneously 

used the instrument as a practical device, a compositional tool and literary 

motif. In essence, my paper seeks to think through, and to a degree,       

synthesise the overlapping layers of biography, imaginative investment and 

textual practice that surround Burroughs's work. Academic criticism of his 

writing often seeks to separate these levels. My point will be that an        

understanding of the particular significance Burroughs invests into the 

tape recorder provides a means to conceptualise the creative and strategic 

matrix he establishes  between specific material objects and a wider         

imaginative project. 

 

 

Experiences of synchronicity and Anthropological endeavours 

Dr Christel Mattheuws 

 

This thought exercise sets off from personal experiences of synchronicity       

related to happenings in Madagascar. Synchronicity is a Jungian term that   

refers to a certain psychic event that is ‘meaningfully paralleled by some       

external non-psychic material event without a causal connection between 

them’. Synchronic experiences have no logical explanation or physical 

cause. They most often happen during, or because of heightened emotion, 

and can be amplified and activated through self-cultivation, or                 

individuation or self-realization. Would the anthropological academic     

curriculum become enriched if increased awareness courses became part of 

the training? Using the example of synchronicity, I will explore the        

complexity of this, considering: is the principle of synchronicity universal or 

shaped within the mind-matter dichotomy?  Is the seat of synchronicity the 

unconscious (as Jung states), and is the unconscious universal to human-

kind? Is the principle of synchronicity  transcendental as is most often    

accepted?  These questions relate to cosmologies and nature philosophies 

in which concepts and understandings of life are embedded. Do we need   

increased awareness? This question relates to ways of knowing and their 

limits.   

      



Related to the first two questions the kind of self-cultivation we seek. 

Does it relate to brain function, to the mind, the psyche, the body, to all 

of them and how?  Do we need theory or practice or both? And finally, 

how do we relate this to the field where anthropologists often go? How can 

an anthropologist become prepared enough to go to the field and explore 

the extraordinary among or with the other? And what happens if the             

anthropologist comes back?   

The principle of synchronicity and all the questions on which I will      

elaborate in my presentation will be treated from a life centric and          

relational point of view. I will try to cross the boundaries of mind and     

matter, consciousness and unconsciousness, anthropology and             

ethnography, oneself and the other without transcending them, but by   

putting them in perspective in relation to the other. I hope that this will 

bring us closer to a richer understanding of what synchronicity is all 

about.    

 

 

Anthropology and the extraordinary 

Dr Hannah Gilbert 

 

Anthropology’s intellectual heritage stems from an earlier goal to make 

sense of  ‘Others’ with which the Western world was now increasingly 

aware. Early anthropologists looked to scientific inspired methodologies to 

interpret the beliefs, customs and behaviours of non-Western societies. 

Many of these beliefs, customs and behaviours involved aspects of the  

extraordinary, a subject matter Western science has become increasingly 

dismissive of.  

 

This paper will explore some of the ways in which anthropologists have 

made sense of the extraordinary. It will examine how the development of 

more reflexive attitudes within certain areas of inquiry, including the role 

of researcher experiences, have gradually started to cultivate new ways of  

studying extraordinary beliefs and experiences.   



Seeing what is 'unseen': Using video to enrich our social               

understanding of paranormal experiences 

Rachael Hayward 

 

The last 10-15 years has seen an astonishing increase in the number of 

social groups that form with the purpose of capturing evidence of       

paranormal phenomena on camera. Popularly known as ghost hunting 

or paranormal research groups these individuals come together to       

explore, invoke and  communicate with the otherworldly. At the heart of 

their activities is the intention to document proof of their own and others 

paranormal experiences through the aid of video recording equipment. 

This presentation will explore the use of video to record paranormal            

phenomenon within these groups, and address how these recordings can     

provide a rich set of data for researchers captured in situ. I will present 

my own data, captured during five years involvement running and      

participating in` modern paranormal groups prior to my current          

research-led interests. Through discussion of this data I will introduce 

the challenges that I have faced as a reflective and indeed retrospective 

researcher, and the ways in which I have attempted to overcome          

difficulties in analysing and presenting the 'paranormal experience'   

within my work. As video is the main focus of this presentation I will use 

extracts of my data to demonstrate the different ways in which          

paranormal experiences are captured visually.  

Modern Paranormal Groups communicate with each other, use a variety 

of tools, and orientate to spaces in the environment during their          

interaction with Spirit. These interactions are complex and often subtle. 

Video, therefore, provides an opportunity to view scenes repeatedly, and 

as it often forms part of the group's activities, offers an unobtrusive 

means of capturing the fascinating   social actions that occur. Through 

this presentation I hope to provide support for the use of video as a 

means of collecting data of the 'unseen', and explore how this can help 

to enrich our understanding of the social world. 

 

 

 



Altered States of Consciousness as a principle for Sonic Arts          

composition 

Dr Jon Weinel 

 

Various cultures throughout history have sought to undergo visionary 

journeys using hallucinogenic plants and drugs. In many cases these    

experiences have been used as a basis for the creation of art, literature 

and music. Informed by a survey of relevant work, this practice-led        

research developed a compositional process for creating sonic artworks 

(electroacoustic music) that are based upon hallucinogenic perceptual 

states.  Features of typical ASC experiences are used as a principle upon 

which to base the design of sonic materials and their arrangement into 

corresponding musical structures. Though situated within the             

electroacoustic idiom, the work also draws significantly upon Western    

psychedelic culture and electronic dance music.  The output was a        

creative portfolio containing a series of fixed sonic arts compositions, video 

art, laptop performances and a video game hack.  This was supported by a 

theoretical commentary. 

In this paper I provide a general overview of this research project, and will    

outline the compositional processes that I developed and discuss the     

various associated creative projects.  It is hoped that the research will   

contribute to compositional methods in the field of sonic arts, while also 

providing an example of a possible method for reflecting ASC experiences 

in the wider sphere of digital artworks.  As creative applications of       

computer technology develop, we may then eventually be able to provide 

ASC simulations. 

 

Physical Mediumship, Spiritualist Ritual and the Search for 

Ectoplasm 

Shannon Taggart 

 

After learning the true details of her grandfather's death through a       

medium, Shannon Taggart began photographing Modern Spiritualism. 

Through images made from 2001-2013, this talk will examine the elusive 

substance of ectoplasm and its various expressions within Spiritualist   

ritual. It will focus on The “New Age of Physical Mediumship”, comparing 

and contrasting the séance cabinet work and ectoplasmic manifestations 

of physical mediums Sharon Harvey, Gordon Garforth and Kai Muegge. 



Reviving Chinese ghosts 

Charles Emmons 

 

Chinese Ghosts and ESP: A Study of Paranormal Beliefs and Experiences 

(Emmons, 1982) was a cross-cultural investigation in Hong Kong based 

on sociological, anthropological, and parapsychological frameworks.     

Essentially it found great similarities to parapsychological studies of 

ghosts in Western culture and supported what is now known as the 

“experiential source theory” of folk religious beliefs in the sociology of   

religion. I am currently working on a new edition of this book based in 

part on updated literature review and analysis of some new cases from a 

variety of sources. It would be very interesting to see if new patterns have 

emerged especially after 1997, when Hong Kong transferred from British 

influence to inclusion in the People’s  Republic of China.  My hypothesis 

is that any changes would be more likely to occur in ghost lore than in 

first-hand reports. The reason for this expectation is that the 1980       

results showed that first-hand reports in Hong Kong were essentially the 

same as reports from the West, in spite of significant differences in the 

traditional culture and folklore of ghosts. Therefore, experiences seem to 

be less subject to cultural influence than beliefs and folklore. 

Even if there are no significant changes in reports and lore between 1980 

and the present, it will be interesting to collect more cases to reinforce 

the previous data set.  Recent treatments of Hong Kong ghosts in       

journalistic and scholarly accounts have also presented some new       

aspects, such as covering the issue of whether hauntings should be     

reported in real estate transactions. I plan to reanalyze both these new 

materials and my previous data in the light of more recent thinking 

about ghosts presented both in my own work and in the work of other 

scholars. This presentation will summarize the original 1982 work,    

present some new material, and provide a discussion of new            

methodology and new analysis. 

Emmons, C. (1982) Chinese Ghosts and ESP: A Study of Paranormal Beliefs and Experiences. Scare-

crow. 
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